Allspan German Horse
Pellets

Allspan German Horse
Mix

Wooden bedding for horses

TOGETHER EVEN STRONGER!
The bedding specialists of the brands Allspan, German Horse
Pellets as well as TierWohl are found under the name Allspan
German Horse, that are operating on the market together
under the new name since 2019.
QUALITY
A high quality standard with regard to product and service
quality is a matter of course for us. We always observe the origin
and quality of the raw materials used. By the continuous
monitoring of our raw materials and production processes,
we can guarantee the consistent quality of our products.

OUR PELLETS

OUR ALL-ROUNDER

Our Allspan German Horse Pellets are made from natural soft
wood and without the supplement of any artificial additives.
The pellets react immediately when contact is made with
liquid, the surface structure breaks open and the fine absorbing material settles, moisture is absorbed.

The combination of self-planed and classic shavings creates our
Allspan German Horse Mix. The Xtreme fresh wooden shavings
guarantees a high bedding volume, the wooden shavings
ensure for a high absorbency.

80% less manure! Horse droppings are easy to separate from
the bedding. Good material remains complete in the box.
Wet points turn dark and are easy to remove. After the initial
bedding, you only have to re-bed 1 to 2
bags per week. The fine structure
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Allspan German Horse Mix fulfils all requirements of daily needs
and moreover, can be used ideally as competition bedding.

Natural soft Wood

Outstanding Combination of Fresh Wood
and Classic Shaving

Extremely Absorbent

Ideal Bedding Volumes

Almost free of Germs and Dust

High Absorbency

Quick Rotting

Optimum Competition Bedding

Available in 14 kg bags

Available in 19 kg bales

CUSTOMER FOCUS
The proximity to the market is a central topic for Allspan
German Horse. Several plants in Europe permit short distances
that also save you transport costs and a lot of time. Moreover,
road traffic is relieved and protects the environment. The close,
partnership-based cooperation with logistic companied and
an extensive dealer network guarantee a professional and
scheduled delivery of your bedding products. A large team
consisting of long-standing, competent Employees enable
direct, personal customer care with a high level of service.

QUALITY BEDDING
FROM NATURE
For an optimal stable climate
and the health of your horse

Address of our specialist dealer

Südbeckenstraße 2a
76189 Karlsruhe
Phone +49 721 5658-00

Am Torney 2a
23970 Wismar
Phone +49 3841 303066-30

info@allspan-german-horse.de
www.allspan-german-horse.de

www.allspan-german-horse.de

Allspan German Horse
Xtreme

Allspan German Horse
Classic

Allspan German Horse
Exquisit

Allspan German Horse
Super

OUR HIGH-VOLUME PRODUCT

OUR CLASSIC PRODUCT

OUR SPECIAL PRODUCT

OUR GRANULATE

Our high-volume product

Our classic has been proven amongst bedding products. The light
bedding made from soft wooden shavings convince thanks a high
absorbency and optimum bedding volumes in the horse box.

The soft wooden shavings convince thanks to its outstanding
and very light colour. It combines the highest absorbency with
a great bedding volume.

100 % untreated soft wooden shavings are in the handy
bedding bales. This guarantees a simple handling during
daily work in the stable.

An exquisite product of the highest purity and yield is created
due to a careful drying, sieving and dedusting in modern
production facilities.

The Allspan German Horse Super is sieved and cleaned
several times. This produces a homogeneous and highquality bedding product. The fine structure supports the
absorbency of the granulate.

If you prefer a much higher volume bedding, then you will
make the right choice with Allspan German Horse Xtreme.
The box stays light and more friendly for longer, the stable
climate is determined by a pleasant wood odour.
The shavings are produced from fresh wood. Thanks to the
mechanical cleaning and sieving out all fine particles, these
wood shavings fulfil the special requirements of dust-sensitive
horses.

“Bioactive shavings” are also available - mixed with spores of
micro-organisms! These leave ammonia smells do not arise at
all and also ensure faster Rotting of the shaving.

Due to the uniform property of the box beds, areas soaked
can be removed targeted and horse droppings can be easily
removed from the top.

Large Bedding Volumes

Light Colour

Particularly high Flocculate Content

Suitable for Allergy Sufferers

Produced from Fresh Wood

High Absorbency

The Highest Absorbency

The Highest Absorbency

Pleasant Smell of Wood

Optimum box Comfort

Optimum Yield

Low Manure Production

Almost free of Germs and Dust

Almost free of Germs and Dust

Almost free of Germs and Dust

Quick Rotting

Available with 100 litre pressed volumes

Available in 19 kg and 24 kg bales

Available in 19 kg and 26 kg bales

Available in 24 kg bales

